Program Overview

CRO Partner
Program
We’re Just Better Together!
Partnering with you to provide an exceptional experience
that is second-to-none for sponsors and patients!
At Medrio, we excel in creating experiences for customers that are second-to-none – whether
that’s delivering industry leading technology solutions, consulting on best practices and regulatory
guidance, or bringing joy to each customer interaction – all for the ultimate goal of curing disease
through the advancement of clinical trials and other life saving treatments.
Our CRO Partner Program is a collaborative partnership between CROs and Medrio that grows your
network and amplifies our respective brands. As a partner, you’ll be equipped with resources, tools,
and knowledge to enhance and grow your sponsor relationships. You’ll also be able to leverage other
Medrio technology partners to compliment your services and strengthen your brand.
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Accelegro
An exclusive online community that empowers your sales team to
collaborate directly with our team of experts.
As a member of our partner network, you’ll be invited into Accelegro, which was created specifically to
strengthen collaboration with our CRO partners and help you accelerate growth. It is a private space with
self-service resources to enhance your knowledge of Medrio and prepare information in response to sponsor
requests. Plus, you’ll engage online with our Medrio Sales and Customer Success teams to ask questions and
strategize on opportunities in a dedicated, safe space that only your team can access.
It’s a tool you probably didn’t know you needed but once you have it, you won’t want to live without it.

When you join the program, you unlock a host of benefits:

Self-service
library of sales and
solution-focused
resources

Private online
collaboration with
our experts to
review protocols
and prepare bids

Brand exposure
via our online
partner directory
and co-marketing
opportunities

Comprehensive
training on
Medrio solutions

Insights to
our product
roadmap

Early access to
sponsorship
opportunities

...and many more!

Ready to be better together?
Get in touch with us to join our ever-growing network of the best companies in clinical trials.

Medrio is the leading provider of eClinical technology to pharmaceutical, biotech, medical device, diagnostics, and animal health markets.
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